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I think it's real. We can compare it with our mind, what we think in our brain or in our
imagination is it real or not?
Many examples can be shown, for example in the day we can see the tree in green
colour. We have the picture of green tree in our mind and that picture in our mind
should be really real for us. I think of my mother who sits on the sofa far away from
my office right now. My mother in my mind now, is that real for me? Of course, if she
was otherwise what would be the point of my thinking about her?
I can have her picture when she is on the sofa in front of the TV and my nieces
running around the house. I can answer myself it's very real for me when I type the
keyboard now. Even at night I can't see that green tree or only can see the figure of it
but not the colour. It is still a green tree in my mind anyway so it's not what I have to
touch or see by myself to become real, I guess.
I think the way we think all this makes us choose to follow it, I believe that we love to
see things fit together, that's what music does for us. I feel the noise when pieces of
music do not go together but it becomes nice when it fits together and makes me
satisfied, but it's not always like that. We are comfortable doing something or
following the old ways numbers of people have done before with good results. It's a
risk to go via different path. That is called conservative. Every change costs us
energy, we feel unstable but we need to meet the real and not just lay down in the
Matrix machine tank and dream like 'Cipher', the guy who betrayed the team and
thinks it's far better to know nothing so long as he is comfortable, not to change
even it's not real.
If it is free will to think and imagine and believe it's real and follow it as action in the
physical world. I don't think we can go far without that. It's not just the sensory
world that I can feel, see, or hear. The physical world is not the only thing which is
real for me. My mind can feel and interpret that feeling even though we can't catch
the identity of ourself like that. But can I answer the question if I have another clone
of myself who has everything the same as me, the same brain, same memory
everything? How I identify myself different from that clone? Does he have same mind,
will or imagination as me? Maybe it will operate in a different way when he wakes up
and starts to call every memory from my clone brain and make him have different
mind from me. I still not sure for this stage.
One thing I believe is that the physical includes my body and brain, one can't make
another me that has same mind, thought, imagination and will as me. It shakes me
now from that question like the analogy of the cave, to awake and get up and turn
the face to the light of the sun even it gives us a hard time. I believe when I can find
that answer it's more than worth it.

Possible worlds real? For me it's same to ask the question 'Our mind real?', 'Our
imagination real?' or even 'Everything that can't be perceived with our senses real?'
For now I can answer, yes it's very real for me. When I think of Descartes words that
we separate what we picture in our mind of physical world maybe I'm a dualist for
now or maybe not. Let's see what I will learn. That picture in our mind is real for us
otherwise we never believe it then we will never do anything next from that if we not
believe it's real. I will not come to work this morning, I will stay in my chair right now
if I do not believe the office will be here and can enter by my staff card that I keep
with me all the time. When I think of last night when I checked my alarm clock I
imagined I was in front of the office door using the card to access then walk to my
desk, wake up my notebook and start my life. Yes, I certainly think it's real and
believe then I can do what I do this morning.
For me it's my free will to think and imagine at the beginning. It makes me free will if
we can say that.
That's what I have for now, I look forward to get more ability to give better reasons
to defend my ideas.

